
CHS
GROUP CUR                                                     FUT
Starter 30                                                         55

Hill
CATEGORY

HS Sophomore 

  Hitting

HIT 30

Has a closed stance setting up in the middle of the batters box holding the bat on a negative 

plane or with the barrel below shoulder level prior to swing. Has good balance in his lower 

body and a long load / stride, keeps weight back. Has a long casting swing and pushed most 

everything to Right Field in BP. Makes weak contact but has a good eye and did not swing at 

pitches out of the zone. Projection is same as current.

POWER 30

6' 2" 155 pounds. Small waisted with a "V" shaped frame, has long legs and long arms to match. Hill has a frame that still has room to grow.  

Has good life and loosness to his body movement. Firm handshake. Wears contacts for near sightedness.

FASTBALL

GRADE  VELOCITY                                              COMMAND

35 86                                                                  40 

CHANGEUP

GRADE     VELOCITY                                              COMMAND

30   74                                                                   40    

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Summary
I would classify Hill as a "Pitch to contact" pitcher. He utilizes 2 pitches with a high 3/4 arm slot. Fastball was clocked at 84-86 on the gun 

consistently during the game and has a tendency to run in on right handed batters . He has solid control with his fastball, keeps the ball low in 

the zone and uses his changeup sparingly. Hill is developing a Slider but it is not utilized at this time.  Hill's windup and delivery reminds me of 

Greg Maddux in that it is smooth and he doesn't waste much time between pitches. His delivery from the stretch needs work to be 

shortened, development of a slide step may be to his benefit.  Per his Head Coach Hill has a secondary position as a Right Fielder but he 

neither played nor practiced in Right. This player seems to have a strong presence amongst his team mates. I see this player as a potential 

middle to late reliever, maybe #4 or #5 Starter with a developed third pitch.

UPDATES
11-Apr-19

Vs. Helena

Pitched in relief, 6th inning. Went 1 and 1/3rd with 2 k's, no walks, no hits. One at-bat, lined out to first.


